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Perfect Garden Pairings
Let Me Introduce You

WELCOME!

Each month our informative and useful newsletter focuses on new plant varieties, upcoming events plus industry trends and news. Feel free to pass along.

Colorful Garden Pairings

Dynamic plant combinations bring landscape designs to life. Plants with interesting textures, colorful foliage, soft movement and seasonal interest make perfect pairings, like a nice red wine with dark chocolate! Let our suggested pairings spark your imagination. You'll find great pairing possibilities in the Sunset Western Garden Collection, in our extensive selection of plants and succulents plus the Monrovia Village grown plants.
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Mahonia 'Soft Caress'
Astelia with Carex
Astelia with Phormium
Let Me Introduce You

Give these pairings a try!

Monochromatic designs can be very appealing and eye catching. Combining Cistus 'Little Miss Sunshine' with a colorful Agave makes a successful, yet unexpected pairing.

Strappy plants like this Phormium 'Black Adder' looks great in a container with a contrasting color. Try pairing with bright Carex 'Everillo' as an underplanting. A great duo in the landscape as well. Adding Gardenia Jubilation for fragrance and prolific flowering works well, too!

Color, texture and water requirement make Agave Blue Flame and Bougainvillea Oo-La-La® an exceptional combo.

Mahonia 'Soft Caress' and
Loropetalum 'Purple Pixie' or 'Purple Diamond' pair nicely to add brightness and drama to a shady location. A stunning, low maintenance combo!

Abelia 'Kaleidoscope' is a versatile compact, low maintenance colorful shrub that pairs perfectly with dark green foliage or another compatible color. This plant offers so much that it is almost a pairing all by itself!
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Quick Links
- Current Availability
- Plant Library
- Locations

Hopefully one or many of the products featured here have inspired you to incorporate them into your next design. We are always striving to make our Facebook pages, website and enewsletters more informative and useful. We look forward to your feedback.

Let us hear from you!

Like us on Facebook

Huntington Beach